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Why should you invest in a professional 
cleaning service?
When you take the time to find a skilled team of cleaning 

professionals to maintain your commercial building, you’re  

investing in both the short- and long-term success of your business.  

More than simply keeping up appearances, cleaning is what helps 

companies create the ideal environment for high-functioning teams. 

An immaculate workplace not only wows visitors and potential 

customers, but also retains happy and healthy employees and lays  

the groundwork for an excellent reputation.

Learn what it takes to create a lasting first impression  
with an immaculately clean workplace and the help of  
a commercial cleaning team.
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Why You Need the Professionals
Some businesses get by working with independent janitorial providers,  

but the truth is that these providers frequently fall short when it comes to 

offering standardized cleaning practices, better techniques and consistent 

follow-through on high-quality services. By partnering with a professional 

commercial cleaning company, organizations can guarantee a spotless, safe 

place for their staff and customers and trust that their cleaning and  

maintenance needs will always be met in a timely manner.

What is a commercial cleaning company?
A commercial cleaning company is a team of highly trained cleaning specialists who 

leverage cutting-edge technology, tools and techniques to help commercial spaces reach 

optimal hygienic conditions, adhering to stringent quality standards whenever required. 

Commercial buildings that use this service include corporate offices, healthcare and 

medical facilities, K-12 schools and universities, kitchens, R&D facilities and even houses 

of worship. While the tactics of residential cleaners are more suited to keeping homes and 

other domestic spaces tidy, the expertise and approach of commercial cleaners makes 

them capable of cleaning specialty and commercial buildings, which need greater attention 

and require trained technicians with advanced equipment to maintain.

angle-right  Make a Lasting First Impression

angle-right  Boost Productivity

angle-right  Save Money

angle-right  Promote Health & Safety

What are some real reasons to partner with the professionals?

Higher quality standards 
in equipment and 
service delivery

Advanced cleaning 
technology for a  

deeper clean

Specialized services  
and customized  

cleaning programs

Trusted, always-on 
support and skilled 

technicians

COMMERCIAL CLEANING
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Medical & Healthcare Facilities
Healthcare executives struggle with constantly rising costs associated with 

personnel, operations and changing regulations—which is enough to handle 

without worrying about incomplete or unsatisfactory janitorial services. Having 

specific cleaning needs met at a medical or healthcare facility means relying 

on a trusted commercial cleaning service provider to keep all areas sanitized, 

disinfected and up to code using thorough cleaning methods and green 

cleaning tools.

How Commercial Cleaning Can Serve This Space
angle-right  Delivering janitorial services quickly and compliantly

angle-right  Cleaning without causing damage to medical devices

angle-right  Using green cleaning methods to improve conditions

angle-right  Fighting the spread of infections and diseases

angle-right  Helping healthcare organizations stay competitive

angle-right  Creating an optimal environment for customer experiences

Environmental cleaning and 
infection control in healthcare 
facilities are vital tasks that 
need to be executed with  
the utmost care and  
attention. A professional with 
experienced hospital cleaning 
services under their belt can 
keep these spaces compliant 
with required guidelines and 
optimized for maximum  
safety to protect the health  
of patients, visitors and staff.

COMMERCIAL CLEANING SPACES
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Corporate Offices
A company that operates smoothly with each puzzle piece in place is every 

business owner’s dream, and this dream can’t be accomplished without a well-

oiled office that keeps teams productive while making a great first impression 

on clients, partners and new hires. From boardrooms to breakrooms and 

corporate headquarters to campus offices, a professionally equipped cleaning 

service can help build a healthy and happy work environment to accelerate the 

success of any team.

Top Tips for Clean Offices
angle-right  Wash or disinfect your hands after coughing, sneezing and touching shared office tools

angle-right   Regularly clean countertops, doorknobs, tables, chairs and other office furniture

angle-right  Clean breakroom and communal eating areas at the end of every work day

angle-right  Maintain a tidy communal fridge by watching crumbs and spills and trashing old lunches

angle-right  Keep alcohol-based hand sanitizers or sprays near highly trafficked areas

Clean Rooms & R&D Facilities
More than other types of commercial buildings, clean rooms, research and 

product development facilities and other manufacturing spaces must adhere to 

stringent janitorial and maintenance requirements that only the work of trained 

cleaning professionals can satisfy. Users of these facilities need access to clean 

and safe environments to avoid tool contamination. A commercial cleaning 

company can help maintain these facilities by going above and beyond to clean 

fragile equipment and expensive spaces with care.

How to Maintain  
Clean Rooms:
angle-right   Properly store any  experiments 

or in-production materials

angle-right  Wear sterile gowns before 
entering the space

angle-right  Sweep large or visible debris into 
receptacles and dispose

angle-right  Apply disinfectants to counters, 
walls and floors and let dry

angle-right  Disinfect ventilation system 
grates and inner components

angle-right  Utilize electrostatic spray 
disinfection as needed

Best Products for Clean Rooms 
angle-right  Non-ionic and chemically neutral to avoid altering the chemical  

makeup of environments

angle-right  Non-foaming to avoid causing buildup or stains on surfaces that  
must remain sterile

angle-right  Compliant with GMP regulations to be suited for use with  
pharmaceutical products

COMMERCIAL CLEANING SPACES



K-12 Schools & Universities
Because of the large volume of occupants in schools and universities, students and staff are left 

vulnerable to a wide variety of diseases and conditions not just during flu season, but also year-round. 

The best way to combat the spread of disease in these shared spaces is to partner with a commercial 

cleaning company that can provide a clean, safe environment that’s home to memorable educational 

experiences instead of germ-ridden classrooms.

3 Preventative Measures for Combatting Disease

Classroom Cleaning 
Checklist
angle-right  Disinfect desks and shared 

surfaces

angle-right  Dust cabinets and 
bookshelves

angle-right  Vacuum carpeted floors and 
mop laminate floors

angle-right  Empty trash receptacles

angle-right  Clean and dry sinks and 
surrounding areas

angle-right  Wipe doorknobs and other 
high traffic touchpoints

Rubber Gym Floors
angle-right  Remove residue with a plastic 

scraper for disposal

angle-right  Vacuum and remove smaller 
particles of debris and dirt

angle-right  Apply a mix of eco-friendly 
cleaner and water using a  
wet mop system

angle-right  Rinse the wet mop system 
completely and allow to dry

angle-right  Mop the floor with cold water  
to remove residual soap

angle-right  Let the floor air dry

Wrestling Mats
angle-right  Clean the top every day and 

after large events and clean  
the underside weekly

angle-right  Using an eco-friendly 
disinfectant, scrub the contact 
side with a sponge, cloth or mop

angle-right  Using a 1:10 ratio bleach mix, 
clean in full quarterly

Exercise Equipment
angle-right  Using an eco-friendly 

disinfectant, clean all  
workout equipment  
with a microfiber cloth

angle-right  Wipe all surfaces again with  
a different dry microfiber cloth  
to remove bacteria and viruses

Gym Cleaning 101

Educate students and 
staff on proper hand 

washing, coughing and 
sneezing techniques

Install no-touch hand 
sanitizer dispensers  
near cafeterias and  

communal areas

Encourage students  
and staff to stay 

home when sick if 
circumstances allow

1 2 3
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Commercial Kitchens
When restaurants fail to keep their dining rooms and kitchens in top condition, both customers and 

health inspectors take notice. To meet and exceed health codes and inspection benchmarks, many 

restaurants rely on the deep cleaning expertise of commercial cleaning companies. With regular 

complete cleans, skilled teams can help kitchens please inspectors, satisfy customers and build great 

reputations in their industry. Many commercial cleaning providers can also train a kitchen’s own staff 

to use proper cleaning tools and techniques throughout the day to maintain a tidy workspace.

How to Clean a Walk-In Freezer
angle-right  Keep the freezer free of spills, dirt and spoiled 

products on a frequent basis

angle-right  Use soap and water to clean the freezer, avoiding 
harsh chemicals

angle-right  Clean the evaporator and condensing coils at  
least twice a year

angle-right  Inspect drain lines to clear debris and runoff buildup

angle-right  Check the freezer’s temperature daily for  
optimal settings

angle-right  Inspect the door frame and hinges quarterly to 
prevent grime and mold growth

How to Clean a Hood and  
Exhaust System
angle-right  Disassemble, clean and degrease the hood, including 

filter tracts and grease troughs

angle-right  Remove the roof or wall-mounted fan to degrease 
the base, shroud and blades

angle-right  Clean all ducts of the hood’s exhaust system

angle-right  Inspect and replace loose and worn fan belts

COMMERCIAL CLEANING SPACES
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Tackling the Flu
The flu is something we all try to guard against every winter with  

vaccinations and frequent handwashing, but more businesses should make  

it their mission to keep the flu at bay through commercial cleaning services  

and a few best practices.

Quick Tips for Tackling the Flu
angle-right  Disinfect and quarantine the workspaces of afflicted employees for at 

least one day

angle-right  Use disinfecting wipes to regularly sanitize desk surfaces, keyboards  
and phones

angle-right  Disinfect common spaces, such as breakrooms, bathrooms and counters

angle-right  Don’t overlook the cleaning of other highly trafficked items

Salt Melt & Snow
Snow, salt and slush can stain a business’s floors and lead to irreversible 

damage, in addition to leaving grime and discoloration from the byproducts  

of snow and ice removal techniques. Internal deposits of snow in high traffic 

areas can also create safety hazards for staff and customers.

Quick Tips for Safe & Clean Facilities
angle-right  Provide mats and shoe scraping stations at building entrances

angle-right  Employ fast and consistent exterior snow removal

angle-right  Contain and dispose of interior snow and slush quickly

angle-right  Monitor high traffic areas to avoid stains and moisture buildup

angle-right  Keep wood floors clean by fighting salt melt with vinegar solutions

SEASONAL CLEANING

The flu virus can survive on 
surfaces and stay contagious 
for up to 24 hours, which is a 
cause for extra caution in high 
traffic areas and touchpoints 
like door handles and 
breakroom surfaces.

Sanitizing is an effective 
method for regular cleaning 
routines but will leave 
flu viruses on a surface. 
Disinfecting kills off bacteria, 
viruses and fungi to keep 
infections at bay.

angle-right  Refrigerator handles

angle-right  Microwave buttons

angle-right  Watercoolers

angle-right  Sink faucets

angle-right  Doorknobs
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Determining the Services You Need
The right combination of services can help a building create an immaculate, well-functioning space 

for employees and consumers alike. Finding the perfect matchup of cleaning experts and services for 

your business is easy when you do a little research and schedule time to talk with a service provider 

that caters to your industry. Here are the types of services you might need for your facility:

Janitorial 
Cleaning, sanitizing and disinfecting 

surfaces, hardware, offices and 

communal areas. This may  

include trash removal, dusting, 

vacuuming, sanitizing, disinfecting  

and deodorizing.

Commercial Kitchen Cleaning 
Regular maintenance or one-time 

deep cleaning for commercial 

kitchens. This may include cleaning 

kitchen hoods, fryers, fridges,  

grease traps, prep areas, stoves,  

ventilation and more.

Commercial Carpet Cleaning 
Carpet and upholstery cleaning  

to prolong the life of carpets  

and furnishings while removing  

and protecting them from  

soil, stains, allergens, mold,  

pollen and odor penetration.

Window Cleaning 
Interior and exterior window 

cleaning that covers blinds, curtains, 

frames and sills. This service can be 

provided for high-rise, multi-tenant, 

retail and construction buildings.

Floor Care 
Cleaning and maintaining vinyl, 

stone, ceramic and other hard floor 

surfaces. This may include stripping, 

refinishing, sealing, waxing and 

refining surfaces that need repairs  

or regular upkeep.

Handyman 

Handyman services fulfill many 

basic building repairs and special 

maintenance needs. This includes 

painting, light carpentry, HVAC filter 

replacement, plumbing, lighting  

and more.

Electrostatic Disinfection Technology
Searching for a more thorough technique? Electrostatic 

spray technology offers an innovative option for cleaning 

3D objects and hard-to-reach surfaces with an electrically 

charged spray that wraps around objects for an even 

coat of disinfectant. This special service is typically 

used in facilities where a mold or bacteria outbreak has 

been suspected or identified but can also serve general 

cleaning purposes.

Specialized Services
Sometimes only specialized services can help a business 

meet specific industry regulations for facility hygiene  

and upkeep. With some consulting, you can work with  

a service provider to have your needs met through special 

cleaning options like these:

CHOOSING A CLEANING PARTNER

angle-right  Post-construction 
cleaning

angle-right  Snow and ice removal

angle-right  Food service sanitation

angle-right  Solar panel cleaning

angle-right  Pandemic remediation

angle-right  USGBC LEED 
consultation

angle-right  Special cleaning 
training
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Tips for Finding a Service Provider
A service provider should be upfront about the quality of its cleaning professionals, services, 

equipment, methods and customer support. Use these tips in your search for a top commercial 

cleaning service provider to guarantee a beneficial long-term partnership.

The Perfect Service Provider

What to Look for in a Janitorial and Building  
Maintenance Service Provider
angle-right  Stringent quality control practices and time-tested processes

angle-right  Professional oversight and cleanliness metrics tracking

angle-right  Fast and experienced team with advanced workforce management system

angle-right  Expertise in specific industries and experience cleaning similar spaces

CHOOSING A CLEANING PARTNER

Gives details about  
the experience it  
offers customers

24/7 Live Support

24-Hour Resolutions

Levels of Quality  
Assurance

Invests in innovative 
cleaning technology

Vapor Cleaning

Electrostatic Disinfecting

Green Cleaning

Sets a high standard 
for its own team and 

cleaning methods
Site-Specific Training

High Inspection Standards

Smart Workforce  
Monitoring System

Don’t forget to read company 
reviews and compare quotes 
to get a good idea of the 
combination of cost, quality 
and services that you’re 
looking for.
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Work with Commercial Cleaning Corporation  
to make a lasting first impression.

Why Businesses Have Trusted Us Since 1927

We provide guaranteed support around the clock

We invest in innovative technology to sanitize sensitive surfaces

We hold the cleanliness of your buildings to a higher standard

For more information or help  
getting started, contact us at:

www.commercialcleaningcorp.com 
609-695-6255

Copyright © 2019 Commercial Cleaning Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

WORK WITH US

https://commercialcleaningcorp.com/

